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ZEN AND THE ART OF COMPUT R MAINIENANCE 1

William S. H well
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LC\ From the utilization of rad o in.World War II we ig speech
ON

communication have inherited ti, SMCR model. In electroni com-
Pr\

C munication with one person s aid anotrter receiving for

C:21 substantial periods of time nd where nonverbal elements played a

minor role it made sense. iSMCR divided the communicative act

into fairly discrete compodent parts that could be tinkered with
. .

independently with benef.i.:ial consequences to overall effective-

ness.

Specifically, the ,sending unit (S) was made to function better

( '

by selecting more competent humanloperators and by training' them.

Also` transmitting delficesAZ"Ic,improved. The message (M) was

capable of refinement by designiAg arrangements of stimuli that

were proved to be relatively more intelligible than others. Choice

of channel (C) was another important variable. If great distanqes

here to be covered, short wave radio was the preferred channel, if

atmospheric disturbances were a problem, frequency modulation wAs

indicated; and if the transmissioh was over mountains and into

valleys, amplitude ulAted radio. wavescommunic'ated quite reli-

ably. The rece er (R) like the senderwas improved by increasing

human talent d training, and receiving equipment evolved steadily,

conveying th decoded intelligence from modulated carrier waves
-.

more effici ntly.

fa
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As soon as WWII shooting was over, classroom teachers of spee

communication converted the SMCR model froth radio to interpersonal,

face-to-face talking and listening. Obviously, spoken communication

consisted of the same component variables, and scrutinizing the

speech act.fi-om these four perspectives had diagnostic and remedial

possibilities. So we wrote books and designed courses around the -1

four ':building blocks" of effective speech. At will, we could con-

centrate upon sending (voice, g'sture, posture, movement), message

Organization,- support, linguistic elements)., Channel (formal or

0 q00informal, dyad or grouped audience, environmental conditions), andtv

the receiver wasigiven two kinds of scholarly treatment. He was

examined to assess his response potential (vocabulary,-knowledge,

interests) and he was trained to become a more efficient processor

of incoming stimuli (was given training in listening comprehension)4

Using SMCR as .s.1 frame for study of the speechact'projuced many

benefits, but .a disadvantage became increasingly annoying as "inter-

action theory" became more prevalen .among those specializing in

interpersonal-communication. The agging reality finally came into

awtareness. SMCR was a linear model. It assumed that someone talks

and someone listens, passively, as in radio communication. The

trouble with radio is you have to take tarns talking, in contrast

,to the telephone which is nice a face-co-face dyad in that both

,peo e can talk at the same time, as much as they wish.

Closer study of persons interacting in real life confirmed the
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hypothesis that what goes on is circular rather than linear. One

person initiates the interaction, the other responds (verbally or

nonverbally),-the first person modifies whathe intended to say or

do, the other reacts, etc. The project becomes a joint venture,

with both participants adjusting continuously to,what happens from
1

moment to moment. In an attempt to modify SMCR to,make *capable

of describing such reciprocfation, we added afeedback arrow from

R to *S. This was better than nothing, but still left the sender (S)

doing all 'the adjusting. Pt also failed to represent the extensive

( contributions of the receiver (R) in determining direction and con

tent of interactive communication. Reluctantly we.concluded that
1

SMCR has had its day' and must be consigned to the scrap hdap of

helpful theories that became obsolete. Only a model that looks

like trhnsaction rather than sending and receiving% can help us to

show how two or more persons pool their resources and become faintly

respongible for the outcome of the venture they undertake together.

An Interactive Model

Increased: understanding of interpersonal communication led to

the conclusion that the basic element i1 simple or complex relation

ships is the dyad. Essentially the same dyadic interaction process',

takes place betty en a speakei and each member of his audience that

happens when two persons converse by themselves. When a public

speaker makes a point, one person in the audience may accept it

while the individFal in the adjacent seat Tejects it. One auditor

r



finds the speaker's manifest personality repulsive, his neighbor

feels strong empathy toward the speaker as a most, lovable human

being. Thus, audience response is neither a common reaction of its

members nor an average of their individual responses. More mean-

ingfully, it is the rnge of cognition anti feeling developed.in the

dyads created by each member of the audience and the speaker.

'Transactional communication theory supports the conclusion that

no two dyadic interactions are identical. So, any two persons who ,

are aware of their mutua stimulus response activities are creating

a unique shared experience, and combinations of these pairs make up

the simplest or most involved arrangements of person to,person com-

munication. This is also
?

true of. mass media interactionS, but less

obviously so, since feedback is delayed and members.of the audience

are separated. Once again the dyad is the basic unit. For example,
.

the relationship that television superstar Cher and a rancher in

Montana bUild together is similarly unique.

Since two persons together create an interaction, and since

either can change or terminate it at will, responsibility for what

happens and for the outcomes is shared. The conclusion which

follows ie that the participants in a unit of dyadic interpersonal

communication are, ideally, equally accountable. This is possible
0.0

when the communicators are free to react to message elements. Later,

we will deal with extraneous and internal influences which distort

this theoretical and desirable balance Of responsibility.



If we agree that the fundamental elettnt of interpersonal

oinunication is the dyad, we can proceed to,construct a dyadic

m del. To meet our needs it should dramatize the continuous modi-

fitation of behavior of each person, caused 'by perception of the

her, it should imply equal responsibility for the communication

event, and it should portray the intrapersonal dimension of com-

munication.as well as the interpersonal process.

Let us assume that the circles below represent two persons, A

who is a supervisor and B who is an employee ,upervised by A. As

the Interaction begins, A is approaching B, his purpose being to

offer B,a suggestion to improve the way he does his job.

A rushes up to B full of gpod intentions. He initiates the

interactiodby say ng, "Hey,B, I 'want to talk to you about how you

are doing your jo .",

PERSON
A

PERSON
B

It happens that B in addition to being a 'subordinate under A

is alk a timid soul, chronically insecure and apprehensive. When
A

the boss hUrries up With an abruptly expressed intent of discussing

B's working methods, B is alarmed, and sends back a nonverbal

message through a stiffened body, raised eyebrows, and compressed

lips.

4.

tio
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Fortunat,ely Alls.a.son4ltivo communicator, and ho lacks tin titt,

nonverbal, message.. Many of us would Ray no.attention to 'B's3,

'tion. We would just gp -ahead and 'sly what we, had planned to say.

161:', however, not only interprets 111111t-cue-as a sign'that B is dis-
,

turhed, abut know tieMust adapt to ,this immediately. So, 'instead

401
of continuing with his planned message, he champs

1

his ilext verbal
.

,

'unit to "Hey, rel.ix. It is notdilportant, just a minor detail!".

PERSON
A

PERSON
B

;

.

7

theitlevelopiti model shows, important.events are happning

.xintraperson2,11y.' Mien. B becomes alarmed Snd sends the nonverbal cue

of apprehension it influences his recepEion of thenext_bit of comg.
4 t

munication fxom A. sB at this_point tts on one interest, to find

out'how much threat .there is in A's visit., 'And when A sends his line

ofdreassur.ance, this conditions his reception of the next message

from B,-fIr'A's.concern 'at this moment is to determine if B is

sufficiently'calMed down, to go to work on the- job.sugge-gtIon, or

whetheX it will be, necessary to promide more reassurance. Wihen we
4

/ represent these internal dynapiics of A and B,.the dyadic Model shows

the interacting variables and is complete.'

Tolexelieve suspense concerning the A and B interaction, we

assume that after A's reassurance, B reSponds by saying, "Well;"you

7

t.
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can't blame me for getting uptight! You cameon real strong!" A

then mUst either provide more reassurance, or continue with his
re,

original message. He deides that B has indeed been reassured, and ,

they proceed'to interact about details of job modification.

PERSON
A

PERSON
.

Thek model suggests that ideally everything,A does or says causes

B to behave differently than would othIrNise have been the case.

l'urther, whattver A receives modifies what he sends, and everything A

sends, changes the way he receives the next bit of communication. The

same is true of B. We have a dyadic interaction model of communica-

tion showing continuous\feedback and complete interdependerice.

Perhaps it would b useful to note an analogical distinction

that may help the reader to see a further significant difference

between sending and receiving and an interactive concept of communi-

cation. Sending-receiving is often viewed as a zero-sal, win-lose

contest, while interaction theory conceptualizes the communication

event as a normatively variable sum, win-win game. The zero-sum

viewpoint assumes thlit "good" is limited so that one_can gain only

as much as`his opponent loses. The win-win approach postulates un-

limited "good", admitting the possibility that both participants in

an interaction may gain, and by sharing resources, increase the

C'
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A
Covert Forces and Intrnal Mon9logue (IM)

As it stands, the Interactional Model is a non-human EDP type

of representation.- It assumes that the'resburces of a pAkson are

available when needed. Frequently, perhaps usually, this is not

the%case. Our humanness often intervenes in the communication

process. If this ,intervention facilitates the use of inner re-

sources, the result is increased productivity: But usually. the

result of our "person" mediating our intellect is Some form of

,

inhibitions Our perceptions are altered, and our abilit to

6!respond appropriately to changing circumstances is red ed. The

extraneous elements that intrude because we are products of our

culture, with a constellation of sensitivities and feelings opera-

ting without our awareness, we term COVERT FORCES.

PERSON
A

PERSON
B

The whirlingcicle model can represent people rather than machines

if we draw a wavy line horizontally through thecircles representing

PersonA and Person B. The wavy line stands for Internal Monologue

(IM). Internal Monologue is a within-the-person transaction. It

has both a conscious or surface level, and underlying levels- that

are COVET, or out-of-awareness. 1M can be more easily', understood

S

4
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if its elements and their interrelation are diagrammed:

INTERNAL MONOLOGUE (IM)

Conscious Elements

Relevanp Monologue
Mondlogue about Extraneous

Issues and Events
Fantas

Rationalization

Out-of-Awareness Elements- Covert Forces
-,

Non-rational Processes
Ego Involvement
Emotion
Anxiety
Habit
Sexuality

Critical Thinking

Processes

. First, we must note that neither conscious nor covert elements are

mutually exclusive. These blend in mixtures in which certain of

,

the elements from time to time become predominant and controlli. fe-

sponse. Now, how do covert forces come to influence the behavior

of an intelligent, mature human being?

)internal Monolog e is necessary to enablewerson to cope

with stressful, unanticipated events. When covert forcesi modify

one's reactions to s imuli, the person affected needs to explain his

I non-rational behavi r to himself. He doesn't say, "I'm angry be-

cause my group r i eted my'idea so I'411 sulking to,punish them."

Rather, he trills himself', "I gawg them their chance. Now I'll keep

quiet and
.
see if /they can db something better." This is c scious,

pseudo-rational internal monologue,--loT more precisely, rationaliza-

.tion. 'It prevents an "objective" interpretation. And the apparent
. . .

'cause of withholdinglsources is not the real cause! The real
. :

/

cause, the'covert force(in this instance anger, jealousy must be

t \,
- .

rationalized to fOol the owner of the behavior into thinking his/her
0.

V

i

.

10.
,

r
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conduct is justifiable.

, .11,

. . 4

Internal Monologue (IM) is, of courser aoconstructive and

essential ingredient of communication when appropriately used. .

Preparation for an interaction is accomplished through IM. V.tional-

ization is identified and covet't forces are confronted only through

intense internal monologue. Here it may be a means of personal

growth. The inappropriate use is that which occurs during inter-
.

action. Here it limits the responsg,potential of participynts.

ti

The appropriate balance achieves an abut-lc:lance ofIM to set the

stage for communication, followed by almost total elimination of
.,,..... .,

, .,-
. IM once the interaction begins. It is apparent that any signif-

-cant amount of IM during the communication apt divides attentibil

between the internal monologue and the.WOming messages,. hence

reduces the ability of the participant to interact and respond.

The non-rational processes in the IM diagram are monitored

4/ by our out-of-awareness critical thinking processes. Our intrinsic

common sense in effect disciplines impulses from ego involvement,

1

emotion, anxiety, habit and sexuality much as the super ego of

Freudian theory'controls the id. We don't have to consciously tell

"! .
,ourselves, it is silly to become anxious over this minor disription

of my plans." Normally, our out-of-awareness good judgment keeps

us from feeling anxiety.

Similarly, impulses to dwell upon narcissistic injury (damage

to ego or self-image), to become angry or afraid, or to make an '



habitual defense or attack response under situations of mild

stress are thwarted by this covert rationality. Of course, the

threshold of out-of-awareness control varies from personto peron,4"

-examples being the unflappable, man or woman with abundant "cool"

and the hair-trigger individual we label "abnormally sensitive''.

This reminds us that stress is a pnomenon of perception. What

one person perceives as unbearable pressure, another interprets as

a normal and minor fluctdation in a day's experiences.

To summarize with some-elaboration: there are sources of

both rational and non-rational responses that are out-of-awareness n-

and which structure the behavior of,an individual. The modified

behavior is accompanied by an increase in that person's internal

monologue (IM).

If a,person engaged in an interpersonal interaction is to be

free to adjust to the stimuli in the communication environment,

there is little place for internal monologue. His subconscious

T
reasoning provides continuous and almost instantaneous automated

responses. -There,are implemented,without being monitored con-

scfously.

When non - rational forces are activated and become dominant,

',the'covert rational elements lose control,. Ego involvement, emotion;

anxiety, habit and sexuqity, atone or in combination, distort the

interpretation of message elements and surrounding''circumstances.

These are rationalized into compelling internal monologue. The

0

ti

e.
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communicator can no longer.focus his energies on the moment-to-

moment interaction because of the distracting, competing thought

patterns of TM. He may lose almost completely his ability to ad-
.

just sensibly to changing events.
t *

Of course, much internal monologue is, quite independent of

covert forces. It Is.often easy to stop listening and generate

in our oind something,much more,intriguing than the input from

our conversational partner. Relevant monologue may review and
1

anticipate the discussion. Extraneous issues and events that are

Important to us may claim our attention.. araydreams and other

4
fantasies preoccupy us unless we are able touppress them. None

of these 4.amiliar elements of IM require the collaboration of
N

covert forces, although any or of them may be involved.

Of the several non-rational covert forces, sexuality is prob-

ably most resfstapt to analysis and understanding. Our culture

structures male\ and female roles rigidly, and these roles have

been ou
4
r reality since earliest ildhood. Further, we have been

taught to suppress thoughts of female-male attraction, in other

than restricted social circumstances. As a result, men and women

find themselves responding quite differently to males and females

without knowing why. The women's lib movement and women's studies

have attempted to bring sexuality into awareness and explore its

effects on groups and individuals.

The functioning of covert forces and internal monologue are

4

J

f
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1, further explained and exemplified in the fpllowing discussion of

"acting out" and "working through."

Acting Out and Working Through

Transaction as represented in the dyadic interaction model

brings to mind Martin Buber's ideal of dialogue, an interaction of

such mutuality that meaning exists between the two participants

rather than in the mind of either. 2
For communication to approach

thi' ideal, intra and interpersonal feedback loops necelarily com-

plete numerous cycles quickly. Consequently, in free-flowing

uninhibited open interactions the circles whirl rapidly, while in

labored, closed, tense communication, feedback loops operate seldom,
.0,

and sporadically. As we have noted, internal monologue interferes

with the feedback process. What contributes to or reduces th 1 free

functioning of internal and external feedback mechanisms should be

examined and understood.

A helpful concept comes to us from psychotherapy, the distinc-

tion between "acting out" and "working through." The "clever client

with a script" is universally frustrating to the therapist. 4ch a

person tricks the therapist into saying whatever has been planned.

The patient "acts out" his role, thereby leading the therapist to

play a complementary role in the drama. When the client leaves, the

therapist is fooled into thinking he has done therapy, the patient

gloats over his successful deception, and nothing is. accomplished.

"Working through" is necessary for therapeutAc communication.

oar
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Here patient and therapist combine resources by freely reacting and

adjusting to each other's respones. Three symptoms characterize

working through that do not accompany acting out: 1) both liartici-

pants learn relevant information they didn't know before; 2) both

find themselves saying things they had not planned to say; and 3)

both client and therapist find themselves saying things they are

surprised to hear themselves saying.

The acting out and working through distinction can be applied

to interpersonal communication in a task-oriented organization.

The boss who doesn't listen or is too,,insecure to take the risk of

responding to the unexpected will "play his script" and act out his

communicative assignments. He is a one way communicator; he sends,

the other member of the dyad receives, The boss who actively in-

corporates input from hiS associate and invopes the other as a

full-scale partner in building the communication unit is working

through. The model circles whirl, indicating continuous modifica-

Lion of the thinking of both participants, from moment to moment.

They learn new information and say things they had.noC intended to.
4'

say, some of which are quite surprising to the person who says them.

Not only does the working through modejpermit using resources of

two people rather than relying on one, but the give and take of two

minds working together usually produces more and better output than

could the two working separately. Which, I suppose, is the phenome-

non that intrigued Buber when tie postulated the ideal of "dialogue."



A

The original whirling circle model rppresents'a "working

through" interaction in that Person A and Person B are free to

respond to incoming stimuli spontaneously. However, in the

original example used to introduce the model, Person B was dis-

tracted by internal.monologungeneilted because of a covert force,

in this instance fear emotion. He interpreted Person A'g mission
f

j

as threateni\lg, aid undoubtedly' had many uncontrollable thoughts

about the cause of As intervention and the possible consequences

of the devdtdinly interaction. At this point, the model should

show a wavy IM line crOss the middle of the circle representing

Person B, indicating g4 interference with B's normal ability to

respond thoughtfully to lsuggestions from A. Fortunately A is able

to respond quickly and sensibly to B's concern. A wisely deals

with B's internal monologue until B gets it under control. The

.wavy IM line can then be removed from Per* B's circle to show

that relatively free responses from B are possible.

Although B started internal monologue that might have led Co

a predominatly acted out event, because his covert concern was

reconized and dealt with by A, no script developed. Had A and B*

both become defensive, working through would have been quite un-

li y. Standard boss-employee cliches would have surfaced, and

.4)
the probability of effective collaboration to achieve job improve-

Ment would have been very low indeed.

Persistent systematic internal monologue characterizes such 1

$
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L

structured interactions. For example, the familiar "hidden agenda"

generates internal monologue that produces acting out. A particli-

pant committed in advance to a predetermined conclusion is certainly

not. free to respond to unexpected events with the full range of his

resources. In other words, he cannot "work through."

Perhaps at this point we should turn to an example to make

concrete the differences between acting out and working through.

In a study of appraisal interviews it was found that most could be.

classified quite easily as "acted put" or "worked through," In the.

acted opt interviews the supervisor cam with his Script prepared,

consisting of the several recommendations he intended to ram down

the employee's throat, one way or another. The employee's script

had a few excluded items, namely a few facts to be concealed if

possible, and some items of a favorable sort, to be dramatized.. A

final item in some employee's scripts was a short list of matters

for possible compromise, situations where the employee could give

a little and appear reasonable.

As the acted out appraisal interview proceeded it appeared that

neither participant was listeniAg to the other. They took turns

politely, with uniform pauses* separatirig their statements. While

one person talk&I the other waited, and when hi) turn came, con-

tinued to follow his script. One phrase enabled &bill employee and

supervisor to ignore the interruptions to their monologue. Very

frequently each would open his next comment with the two words,

17
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"Yes, but --".

The interviews that were worked through were in marked con-

trast, The supervisor might say, "I didn't know that! Tell me

about it." The employee would plaice comments like "I guess I didn't

think about how ty work affected other people." The pattern of

interchange was highly irregular, with many grunted responses and

. a surprising incidence of "talking over." that is,'hoth persons

talking at the same time. It was evident that both were learning

from the interview, both were adjqsting from moment to moment, and

both were surprising g-theMselves with their discoveries.

through interviews left people feeling considerably .happi than

did. those which were acted out.

rice

Routine interpersonal communications in a working organiza-

tion tend to be predominantly either acted out, or worked- through.

Since working through makes more human resources available and

facilitates collaboration, one might conclude that it isprobabFy

worthwhile to attempt to minimise acting out and maximize working

through. But, and this is a big "but", this may be the case only

if getting work done is thee object of the interaction.

It cannot be said that working through per Se is goodiand

acting out is bad. Acting out may well be the more effective

way of coping with many circumstances. On occasions of ritualistic
I

communication ranging from small talk 'in casual contacts to rou-

tines in legislative bodies or courtrooms, acting out is useful and
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essential. Any human interaction in which desired objectives

can be accomplished better if events are sequenced in advance is

facilitated by acting out more than it is by working through.

When it is not important that resources be combined, acting

out is often the more rewarding mode. A person spending an hour

in a cocktail party with strangers may choose to interact by con.

tributing only appropriate automated responses. When the primary

task is to'meet predictable expectations, a thoroughly scripted

acting out may well be the choice of the competent communicator.

An impression that may have resulted from our discussion is

that at least two people are required to accomplish acting out or

working through. Either can be done intrapersonally, by an

isolated individual. One can work through a 'problem, bypassing

structured options and seeking new possibilities. Or, one can

limit his internal monologue to interpretations that are well

rehearsed and ritualistic. Question: "Shall I make an exception

in this unusual instance?" Response: "I never did before."

Conclusion: "No." 'Acting out is certainly an incisive method of
e

solving one's personal problems. Alsd, it utilizes only one inner
4

resoACe, memory!

It- is serendipitous that our examination of acting out and

working through yields a,secret of better listening. What one

1.
needs to do to be a better listener is to learn to improve the

.... .

control of his internal monologue. When he is able to catch him

l

*i.
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self thinking about matters other than paying total attention to

his partner in communication and stop that interference,'he will be

increasing his powers of concentration. With practice anyone can

improve his ability to detect and control internal monologue.

Eventually, with practice, one can sense and terminate these wool-

gathering thoughts almost before they begin. Eliminating internal

monologue.freeS all of a person's energies for the important duty

of collecting and interpreting information provided by the person

whose resources you need. This is the way of Zen, to "empty the

mind" so that all your faculties' become available to do the work

that needs to be done. In human interaction, adjusting is made

possible by sensing what the other person thinks and feels. This

all-important task requires undivided and continuous attention,

something made impossible by 'internal monologue.

Authority and Power in Task Oriented Group*

In a working group two distinctly different modes of inter-

action can be identified. Both occur in all groups but over time

one tends to-predominate and become the group's normative life style.
416

Specifically, a group tends to do its work by establishing power

realtionships among its members, or by relying upon vesting authority

in each other.

Persons in a group with authority norms treat each other as

.

equals, each claiming the privilege'to intervene at any time. A

contribution by any member is examined by any or all of the other
e

01.

1
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members 0116 acceptf reject ox modify it as theylsee fit.. When the

- group perceives a recommendation of any one of,its members' as
1 a

,p'otentially productive, it may make that person the tempoLry

0

leader to develop and implement the suggestion. However, as group
,

work continues input froth members remains unrestricted. The indi-

vidual given the authority to lead maintains his leadership only as

long,a8 the group finds his, direction productive. At any time

another member may produce a better idea and find himself in the
4

leadership role. Work groups that operate in this competency-

based authority norm have leader-follower roles continuously and

rapidly changing. When the resources of members are being freely

contributed it is often difficult to follow the multi-directional

vesting of authority as leadership is passed from person to person,

unpredictably.
,

A group which operates in the main structuring power relation-

.

ships finds security in hierarchy. It-engages in a perpetual

search for someone to be dominant, someone who will tell the other

members what to do. Instead of the shared responsibility of the

authority mode, a group using power makes the leader accountable

and the commitment of members is to follow -instructions rather than

to modify,and innovate. Dependency becomes an assumption that

fulfills itself. Much may be accomplished if the person in power

is perceptive and knowledgable, but the interpersonal relationship

between leader and followers remains, basically, one of ascendance-

I

,-
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submission. Once the dependency, ascendance-submission mode is

established, it is difficult to abandon. Consequently, power

patterns tend to produce relatively permanent leaders, who get

saddled with much more than their share of responsibility; and

habitual followers, who tend to do as little as possible and rely

excessively, upon an all-capable leadership to get the job done.

The two groups described above are over - simplified microcosms

to dramatize the operational differences between power and author-

ity relationships in purposeful communication." Few groups in real

life use only power or only authority relationships. But teams of

people in the real world do tend to rely upon one or the other,

predominantly. Sit seems quite obvious that as a group moves in the

direction :It increased reliance upon the authority. mode, more and.

more varied resources of its members become available. If a group,

moves toward increased reliance upon power, the leaders will find

themselves relatively more dependent upon their own resources, and

the resources of.their followers will be hoarded or grudgingly

contributed.

4
At this point the reader may be thinking that power relation-

ships are to be avoided, and are always a threat to productivity.

Not at all. There comes a time in the life of every group -- or

individual -- when the sensible [king is not to delegate authority

to each other as equals but to defer to the person with the k

how. Giving power to the one individual capablq:of saving our lives

eq'
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is always a wise decision. Even blind submis.sion is justified in

a crisis, when one person has all the expertise. Even the most 4

democratically oriented effective gups appreciate this, and when

'circdmstances are appropriate they shift smoothly from authority

to power as their operational mode.

Here is one further implication of the authority-power dis-

tinction: when authority relationships prevail, working through is

easier and more probable than it is in power relationships. Spon-

. taneous responses that taP reserve resources are more characteristic

of collaboration among peers than of communication uV and down tile

levels of a hierarchy. Shared responsibility leads to Zvtimitment
111

to the task more than dons dependence upon'an accountable 'leader.

Here is a summary of the'esse.ntial elements that enter into

the authority-power distinction.

Authority
Equal

St tus

The Interactive Distinction
between

Power and Authority

Compromise

Power
Ascendance .

Submission

Shared responsibility
Wide discretion in'

use qf resources
Leader-follower roles'
continuously changing

Multi-directional
vesting of authority

Spontaneous or

negotiated agreements
to modify power and
authority relation-
ships

Leader is account-
able

Little discretion
in use of resources

Leader-follower roles
relatively fixed

Two way
Power UP-

The need for power is the need to be 'strong and dominant, or to
be weak and dominated.

The need for authority is the need.to collaborate, to work with
other people as equals.
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COROLy\LRIES: -) t

Atithority and power are perceptual
Authority'and power are, fundamentally, dyadic phenomona
A pox4er relationship is with someone, rather than over

someone. Both participants must accept ascendance-
.

Albmisskon 'roles.

The corollaries in the summary. may not be self - evident.

When we say that authority and power are perceptu.il we mean that

neither exists unless that kind of relationship is perceived...by

participants. For example, a power relationship cannot be achieved

until someone "knuckles under" i.e., perceives himself in a sub-

missive role and accepts being submissive. Likewise the person

,leading in a power interaction must.perceive his dominant role, and

accept it as such. If either fails to perceive or accept this

dominant-submissive'relationship, then effective use of pomex be-

comes impossible. Thus, a person appointed head of a work unit is

not given power by his position. His position simply gives him

the right to establish power relationships with the people he

superyises, if he is able to do it. He has nopower with these

individuals until they accept submissive roles, and perceive him

as an ascendant partner in their common enterprise. The typical

manager is able to establish power relationships with some of his

employees, seldom all. Those who refuse to accept a submissive

role may fight the boss's lea rs p, or May succeed in developing

authority relationships with him. The flexible manager may solve

many pxoblems by creating power relations with employees who need

24
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4

to be submissive at authority relations with those who function

better as.equals.

The above ekamples help to clarify the second corollary. Fupda-

mentaLly, authority and power and dyadic, since the nature of,the

unique interaction between any twolpeople - as they perceive it

defines their relationship of the moment'as one of power or

authority, predominantly. Two people working together,'by them-
:

s:Ives or Ln a larger group, may give each othef -power or

authority as circumstances change. With the apid exchanges 'mat

occur when resources are freely contributed pair may approach

Buber's idea4 l of dialogue..Then it ,becomes impossible to sort out

moments of power and authority. These blend tqgether so'harmon-

.

iously that a better label for the interaction may be "compromise."

Here we have a spontaneous example of the middle area of the Eqdal.

Status Ascendance - Submission-Continuum in the summary table. Ofx

course, other compromises may not be spontaneous. A compromise may

be negotiated between two strong members of a dyad who agree to

trade off the'rktht to dominaty on certain matters and proceed on

other issues as equaIS',,,in the authority mode. At times like these,

the effects of covertforces may makeAthis negotiation complicated

and difficult.

The third corollary is repetitive of some of the above but is r
made necessary by the prevailing notion that power comes from the

outside and forces helpless people to do what they don't want to do.

2,5
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A power relationship results from a contract, in which two people

agree to do something in a certain..,way. -.Like love and war, power

requires cooperation. Both parties,. must agree to fight, or a

battle cannot take place. We have learned to conceptualize sexual

relations as having sex with someone' rattier than over someone:

Similarly, we should Conceptualize having power as polder with

rather than power over the person who accepts the submissive role.

After all, the person being dominated may need thv domination much'

stemore than the domigator needs to dominate: Further, the.aominaW4r-

may well control the,nature and extent.of domination. A wise

executive once instructed his new vice president: "Never Vve an

order you are not certain will be obeyed!"

.Let us -look at the use of power relationships as a tool of

social control. We need to answer the question, are some kinds of

power more productive than others? At least a tentative answer is

suggested in the distinction between personal and institutional

power made by David C. McClelland.
3

He notes that all power

motivated dominating persons need to be strong and influential.
,-J

How they feel about that urge is what distinguishes the individual

with a rive to personal poWer from the one who, with equal

intensity, experiences a drive to institutional power. It should

be noted that his use of "institutional power" does not refer.to

role in an organization. ,)

The personal power person values his control over others

23
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primarily because ic builds his self -concept. He wants to think

of himself as a powerful person, and tries to validate this self-

concept by demonstrating it over and over again. He wants credit

and recognition. He treats the activity he dominates as though it

is his private, personal possession, and prefers that others view

it in the same way. He places himself in center stage at all times.

His psychic income is praise, even adulation. In Maslow's terms,

he has strong esteem needs. 4
Thus, personal power is self-centered.

It is energized by the need to expand one's private and public image.

A person who uses institutional power remi s us of Maslow's

stereotypical category of self-actualized people. Rather than

being the object of interest himself he finds the world around hint'

to be much more compelling. Successful use of Fewer is pleasing to

him because it brings about changes in people and events that he

considers to be worthwhile for their own sake. He has little need

- for recognition andis quite indifferent about receiving credit for

his accomplishments. Being the power behind the throne may be more

satisfying to him than being in the spotlight_ The ouvort farce of

4
ego involvement in the person with institutional power is typically

weak, in the person wielding personal power, it finds to be very

strong.

Looking at the life styles of dominant people, then, we see

sharp contrasts. Personal power is motivated by esteem needs,

institutional power by satisfaction from achievement. Personal

27
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power is self - centered in its rewards to the powerful individual,

while institutional power is other-than-self centered.6 The exer.:-

cise of personal power involves less giving and trusting than does
, .

t

the exercise of institutional power. McClelljaa-pillis ,data that
/

confirms what one would suspect, that a leader who uses institutional

power relates to those supervited in ways that increase their

productivity when compared to leaders who rely upon personal power.?

We have focused attention upon the directive member of the

power dyad, and have concerned ourselves with ways in which he meets

his needs. Obviously the submissive member also collaborates for

0
his own reasons. Let us see how his motivations may well parallel

those of the dominant participant.

The dominatee may seek his submissiVe role to satisfy personal

or institutional needs, as does the dominator. He may want to be

dominated for personal, self-centered reasons, e.g. his need to be
N

directed to be secure. Or, his motivation may be institutional,
e
\

e.g. he just knows things go better when one follows a strong leader.

)_The effective power pair brings together either a personal

power leader and a personal power follower, or a leader and follower
N.

who both have needs for institutional power. Mixing these different

life styles in the power relationship makes collaboration difficult.

Labelling the submissive member of theyowdr pair "powerful"

violates most current uses of the term. Yet because the quiet one

t

exerts'as much control over the interaction as does the dominant
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member (probably using less conspicuous techniques) we should

recognize that both participants are, indeed, "powerful". Concep-

tualizing power as interaction may cause us to increasingly refer

to."powerful dyads" or "powertul groups" rather than "powerful

individuals."

McClelland evolved his categories of personal and institutional

- ,power from the tour stages in the development of the power motive

lie postulates in his insightful book Power: The Inner Experience.8

Because this book explores power as interaction in different

cultural contexts more thoroughly, than does any other source, it is
S

highly recommended for anyone who feels that the uses of power in

our world need to/be better understood,

Working Through, A Blend of Eastern and Western Ways of Thinking

Why is there so little done'about interactive communication

at a time when almost universal allegiance is pledged to that

concept? Since we agree upon the advantages of potoling resources,

what prevents our adapting communication theory to accomplish

that end? How is it that Eastern cultures apparently have a norm
0

of working through for their serious, task-oriented communication

while the dominant pattern in the West seems to be acting out?

Because we in the West place an absurd amount of reliance upon

cognitive processes.

By choosing a scientific model for theory building in com-

munication we in effect restrict Westerners to acting out in

2
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communications of consequence. Only casual interactions can be

worked through. Being thoughtful and scientific requires internal

_monologue, i.e. conscious monitoring, which prevelis free inter-

action. We permit spontaneity only when the topics are trivial.

This is, indeed, a severe restriction. But it is inevitable as

long as we treat human interaction quantitatively. BrewsteK

Smith said recently, "American psychologists made a big mistake,

I think, when they decided to model their discipline on physics."'

Let us examine the basic requisites for human interaction of

a quality that might have the potential to approach-Buber's ideal

of dialogue. Participants in the dyad must 1) control their

internal monologue to the point of being able to suppress it at

will, and 2) rely upon automated responses.

Should the above requisites seem strange to the reader, let

us translate them into a common experience. Suppose you are engaged

in a fast moving negotiation with a worthy opponent, for high stakes.

If you take time to think about what you are saying, you lose.

There simply is no opportunity to calculate effects or plan ahead

consciously, and certainly the impaired listening that comes from

divided attention at such a time/is too high'a risk to take. To be

effective, you must rely upon out-of-awarene6s processes. Either

these react to incoming stimuli and supply appropriate responses,

or you will fail. Being scientific, i.e. consciously methodical,

only contributes to impotence in this sort of interactive

30
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communication.

The peculiar Western notion that some good theory does not

work in practice is made possible by our "scientific" attitude.

-We just know that all systematic and reasoned processing of data

and drawing of conclusions must be done on purpose, with the doer

aware of what is going on. Other cultures, particularly those of

the East, recognize that forces other than conscious, purposeful

reasoning often operate to produce reliable and valid inter-

pretations of information. So, they have no problem in'equating

the worth of a theory with its functional utility. They pay more

attention to events than we do, and are less concerned about gaps

and inconsistencies in ideational, constructs.

When in doubt and under stress the West turns away from

personal resources to hard data and conscious processing.as its

last resort. The East turns to out-of-awareness, as an ultimate

source of wisdom. Let, us look at a Chinese and an American

executive in the same bind, that'of having to make'a difficult and

important decision.

The Chinese executive after becoming satisfied that he under-

stands the problem and is in possession of all available relevant

information, puts it out of his mind and retires for the night. At

his bedside is a low table with a pad and a pencil. The next

morning he awakes, and reads with interest the solution, written on

the pad in his own handwriting. To him, the explanation is Simple
L

3i
\
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and logical. When people go to sleep their minds join in a belt of

wisdom that surrounds the world, a phenomenon our Chinese friend

terms the Collective Unconscious. Through Yoga technique's it is,

possible to consult with these mobile minds and use their exper-

tise. The Chinese executive makes contict with the Collective

Unconscious in his sleep, and, "coming to" in a trance state,

writes the result of his consultation on the pad. Then he resumes

normal slumber, until awakening at his usual time, to find his

decision made.

The American executive experiencing the necessity of having'

to make a difficult decision may attempt to live by the popular

myth of high level decision making, or he may follow the path of

actuality revealed by research to date on executive behavior. *If

' he chooses to live up to the myth, he will methodically retrieve

more and more data from his company's data bank and other sources,

and he will assemble the most informed and experienced experts to

advise him. Guided by statistical probabilities he will formulate

the decision that has most benefits and fewest disadvantages.

The reason we label the above methodical and thorough pro-

cedure of decision-making a "myth" is because people believe that

is the way is, but studies of executive decision making show

that it becomes actuality in only a few isolated instances.
9

The

-typical executive dislikes comprehensive statistical analyses.

Besides, he Is a busy man, endowed with many verbal skills. So,

32



the usual procedure is for the executive to talk briefly with a

few friends about the problem, and then to make the decision,

which his assistants will proceed to support with data after the

fact. Our American executive does indeed make use of information,

but most of it is opinion expressed in casual conversation, with

little checking against "reliable sources."

The key difference between American and Chinese models is the

, a

recognition oT out-of-awareness processes as legitimate and useful.

Chinese are quite content to accept the output of forces which work

in mysterious ways thefr wonders to, perform. Americans need to

understand what is going on before they are able to accept the

consequences. But the double standard implied by the myth and

the reality of.American executive decision making suggests that

out-of-awareness procedures are occasionally accepted in the West

as useful, although regarded as illegitimate.

A breakthrough within the boundaries of science itself h ?s

helped to relieve this obligation to reject what we do not under-
.

stand: A few decades ago when a medical research discovered that

a medication relieved certain symptoms, the medicine could not be

used until further research,demonstrated how the cure took place,

i,e: until the causal relationship was established. Today, for

many purposes, concommitant variation is a satisfactory substitute

for causation. If a new medicine can be shown to have negligible

side effects while its administration coincides reliably
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with relief of the targeted symptoms, the substance can be manu

factured and distributed. Evolution from requiring causal relatiori

to accepting concommitant variation may be analogous to the present

trend toward using Antuitive insights because they are productive

rather than always requiring substantive proof.

The myth of the Western decision maker who relies totally

on numerical data and verifiable "facts of the case" should be

replaced by a counter myth. The Colle ctive Unconscious,is a

satisfactory Eastern fantasy, but not even a charisMatic persuader

could sell it to the typical American manager. We need to con

struct a new metaphor for outof:-awareness problem solving from

familiar, prestigious elements in Western culture. Electronic

data processing, EDP, is such an element.

Each of us' has within our nervous system'an analogue'computer

which.wrks with hard data and is appropriately programmed. The

catch is that none of us knows the data or the details of-the pro

gram. Every day this computer digests far more information that

we realize or are able to think about. From time to time, when we

lack enough. evidence for a clearcut decision it supplements our

conscious problem solving by generating a conclusion. This we

conceptualize as an insight, br a hunch, or as an intuitive judg

ment. What we have previously failed to recognize is the

rationality of the functioning of our internal computer. Our life

long practices of suspending judgment, interpreting evidence and
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detecting fallacies have been built into our computer program.

Indeed, there is an excellent possibility that the majority of our

critical thinking is automated data processing, done out-of-aware-

ness!

At this point many readers may perceive the internal analogue

computer as a reasonable representation of a phenomenon that

previously baffled them and made them feel insecure. Those who

still refuse to accept the metaphor can be converted by reminding

them of the timq they went to sleep with a problem and woke up

with an answer. Did they understand the process by which this took

place? Certainly not Does not hypothesizing the internal, out-

of-awareness computer handle this nicely? Of course: So, why

fight it?

Eastern and Western ways of thinking join together when the

systeMs approach is exploited in preparaticr for an interaction

yet the wind is emptied, i.e. internal monologue is suppressed,

during communication to permit maximum adjustment frost moment to

mbment. Easterners rely predoMitiantly.upon out-of-awareness

processes, Westerners upon cognitive processes. Each has advantages

and limitations. It should be possible to move toward the best of

possible worlds by learning to use either route when appropriate

in preparing for' and conducting communicative interactions. Simi-

larly, in decision making we in the West can learn to shift to

intuitive resources when facts and reasoning run out. A third
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culture of critical thinking combining conscious and out-of-aware-

ness rational processing of information becomes possible, extending

the capabilities of East and West alike.

To summarize: interaction theory has not been applied to

interpersonal commtalication because cite Western scioittific model

jrequires th t variables be consciously treated. Conscious mani-

pulation a variables creates internal monologue, which modifies
r

and often.inhibits interaction. If interaction facilitated the

combining of resources, as,it obviously does, then at least for

interpersonal task-oriented communication the out-of-awareness

processes should be idealized, and control of internal monologue

should be recognized as essential for people to work together

productively. Until this inversion of popular thinking is

generally accepted we will practice the present double standard

of praising, interaction theory and practicing one-way, sender-

receiver communication.

a
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